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Does your tool support the validation of existing custom Z fields?
Yes it does. We can work with both Z transactions as well as Z fields within standard transactions. The tool, as you saw in the
webinar, takes the technical information behind every field so it will capture them just like any other standard field.
Would it work for material master in a regulated industry, using SAP Portal GUI (not MDM/MDG) and custom-built workflows &
approval processes?
We are an application where you can automate the material master transaction, irrespective of the industry you work in and the
SAP system (includes Industry solutions) We do have customers in all sectors including those that are regulated, examples –
Medical devices, Pharmacy, FMCG, Banking to name a few.
We do need the standard SAP GUI for the person who is creating the recording scripts the first time, or you can use a BAPI/ RFM
for the SAP integration. You can then build custom workflows and processes using the Winshuttle technology around these SAP
processes.
The Winshuttle solution platform is complementary to any other existing workflow. The key takeaway is the combination of
forms, workflow and the SAP Integration in any solution.
Are the workflows/forms defined in SharePoint?
We use SharePoint as a platform but we don’t use any of the workflow and form rendering technology that SharePoint offers. We
have our own workflow engine and we have our own forms design and rendering engine.
Do we need to have InfoPath services to be enabled?
No, you don’t. We don’t use InfoPath, we have our own forms design tool called Composer.
What is your costing model?
We will get in touch with you. Feel free to write to us if you are interested in learning more about the costing. We will be able to
share those details with you directly. Contact us.
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Thank you for attending the webinar. Please email us at infouk@winshuttle.com with any further questions.
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